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Abstract. Let BHi,Ki = {BHi,Kit , t > 0}, i = 1, 2 be two independent, d-dimensional
bifractional Brownian motions with respective indices Hi ∈ (0, 1) and Ki ∈ (0, 1]. Assume







s ) ds, T > 0,
where δ denotes the Dirac delta function. By an elementary method we show that lT is
smooth in the sense of Meyer-Watanabe if and only if min{H1K1, H2K2} < 1/(d + 2).
Keywords: bifractional Brownian motion, collision local time, intersection local time,
chaos expansion
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1. Introduction
We consider two independent bifractional Brownian motions BH1,K1 and BH2,K2
on Rd, d > 2, with respective indices Hi ∈ (0, 1) and Ki ∈ (0, 1], i = 1, 2. This
means that we have two d-dimensional independent centered Gaussian processes
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[(t2Hl + s2Hl)Kl − |t − s|2HlKl ], l = 1, 2.
Bifractional Brownian motion is HlKl-self similar, and satisfies the estimates (see
Houdré-Villa [4])
(1.1) 2−Kl |t − s|2HlKl 6 E[(BHl,Klt − BHl,Kls )2] 6 21−Kl |t − s|2HlKl .
Thus, Kolmogorov’s continuity criterion implies that the bifractional Brownian mo-
tion is Hölder continuous of order δ strictly less than HlKl. This process was first
introduced by Houdré-Villa [4]. BHl,Kl is neither a Markov process nor a semimartin-
gale unless Hl =
1
2 and Kl = 1. So many of the powerful techniques from stochastic
analysis are not available when dealing with BHl,Kl . More works on bifractional
Brownian motion can be found in Es-sebaiy-Tudor [3], Kruk et al. [8], Lei-Nualart [9],
Russo-Tudor [13], Tudor-Xiao [15], Yan et al. [17], [18] and the references therein.
Clearly, if Kl = 1, the process B
Hl,Kl is the classical fractional Brownian motion.
In recent years the fractional Brownian motion has become an object of intense
study, due to its interesting properties and its applications in various scientific areas
including telecommunications, turbulence, image processing and finance. Recall that
the fractional Brownian motion (fBm) with Hurst index H ∈ (0, 1) is a mean zero
Gaussian process BH = {BHt , t > 0} such that







[t2H + s2H − |t − s|2H ]
for all t, s > 0. For H = 1/2, BH coincides with the standard Brownian motion B.
BH is neither a semimartingale nor a Markov process unless H = 1/2. Some sur-
veys and complete literature could be found in Hu [6], Mishura [10], Nualart [12].
On the other hand, many authors have proposed to use more general self-similar
Gaussian processes and random fields as stochastic models. Such applications have
raised many interesting theoretical questions about self-similar Gaussian processes
and fields in general. Therefore, some generalizations of the fBm were introduced.
However, in contrast to the extensive studies on fBm, there has been little systematic
investigation on other self-similar Gaussian processes. The main reason for this is
the complexity of dependence structures for self-similar Gaussian processes which do
not have stationary increments.
Recently, Jiang-Wang [7] (see also Yan et al. [17]) considered the collision local
time of two independent, 1-dimensional bifractional Brownian motions BHi,Ki =
970
{BHi,Kit , t > 0}, i = 1, 2 with respective indices Hi ∈ (0, 1), Ki ∈ (0, 1]. The so-




δ(BH1,K1s − BH2,K2s ) ds, T > 0,
where δ denotes the Dirac delta function. It is a measure of the amount of time that
the trajectories of the two processes, BH1,K1 and BH2,K2 , collide on the time interval
[0, T ]. They showed that the random variable lT exists in L
2 for all T > 0, and it
is smooth in the sense of Meyer-Watanabe if min{H1K1, H2K2} < 1/3. Moreover,
Shen-Yan [14] showed the condition is also necessary, which motivates the following
question:
⊲ What are the necessary and sufficient conditions for smoothness of lT with
d > 2?
In this paper we consider this and a related problem. One of our main results is
the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let lT , T > 0 be the collision local time process of two inde-
pendent, d-dimensional bifractional Brownian motions BHi,Ki = {BHi,Kit , t > 0},
i = 1, 2 with respective indices Hi ∈ (0, 1), Ki ∈ (0, 1]. Then for every T > 0,
the random variable lT is smooth in the sense of Meyer-Watanabe if and only if
min{H1K1, H2K2} < 1/(d + 2).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some facts for the chaos
expansion. The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in Section 3. In Section 4,
as a related problem we study the intersection local time of two independent, d-
dimensional bifractional Brownian motions BH,K and B̃H,K with the same indices
H ∈ (0, 1), K ∈ (0, 1], which is formally defined as





δ(BH,Kt − B̃H,Ks ) ds dt;
we show that it exists in L2 if and only if HK < 2/d (this result is in accordance
with the paper Nualart et al. [11]), and it is smooth in the sense of Meyer-Watanabe
if and only if HK < 2/(d + 2).
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2. Preliminaries
In this section, we first recall the chaos expansion, which is an orthogonal decom-
position of L2(Ω, P ). We refer to Hu [5], Nualart [12] and the references therein for
more details. Let X = {Xt, t ∈ [0, T ]} be a d-dimensional Gaussian process defined
on the probality space (Ω, F , P ) with mean zero. If pn(x1, . . . , xk) is a polynomial
of degree n of k variables x1, . . . , xk, then we call pn(X
i1
t1 , . . . , X
ik
tk ) a polynomial
functional of X with t1, . . . , tk ∈ [0, T ] and 1 6 i1, . . . , ik 6 d. Let Pn be the com-
pletion with respect to the L2(Ω, P ) norm of the set {pm(X i1t1 , . . . , X
ik
tk ) : 0 6 m 6 n,
t ∈ [0, T ]}. Clearly Pn is a subspace of L2(Ω, P ). If Cn denotes the orthogonal
complement of Pn−1 in Pn, then L2(Ω, P ) is actually the direct sum of Cn, i.e.,










The decomposition (2.2) is called the chaos expansion of F and Fn is called the n-th
chaos of F . Clearly, we have

















and F ∈ L2(Ω, P ) is said to be smooth if F ∈ U .





Set Θ(κ) := Υ√κF , then Θ(1) = F . Define ΦΘ(κ) :=
d
dκ(‖Θ(κ)‖2), where ‖F‖2 :=










Proposition 2.1. Let F ∈ L2(Ω, P ). Then F ∈ U if and only if ΦΘ(1) < ∞.
Consider two d-dimensional independent bifractional Brownian motions BHi,Ki =
{BHi,Kit , t > 0}, i = 1, 2, with respective indices Hi ∈ (0, 1), Ki ∈ (0, 1]. Let Hn(x),
x ∈ R be the Hermite polynomial of degree n. That is,















for all t ∈ C and x ∈ R, which implies that
exp(iu〈ξ, BH1,K1t − BH2,K2t 〉 +
1
2











−1 and σ(t, ξ) =
√
Var(BH1,K1,1t − BH2,K2,2t )|ξ|2 for ξ ∈ Rd. Because of
the orthogonality of {Hn(x), x ∈ R}n∈Z+ , we see that
(iu)nσn(t, ξ)Hn
(〈ξ, BH1,K1t − BH2,K2t 〉
σ(t, ξ)
)
is the n-th chaos of exp(iu〈ξ, BH1,K1t −BH2,K2t 〉+ 12u2|ξ|2 Var(B
H1,K1,1
t −BH2,K2,2t ))
for all t > 0. Similarly, we can prove the same results if we use BH,Kt − B̃H,Ks instead
of BH1,K1t − BH2,K2t .
3. Existence and smoothness of the collision local time
In this section we consider the existence and smoothness of the collision local
time process. Our main object is to prove Theorem 1.1 by using the idea of An-
Yan [1] and Chen-Yan [2]. For simplicity throughout this paper we let C stand
for a positive constant depending only on the subscripts and whose value may be
different in different appearances. Let BHi,Ki = {BHi,Kit , t > 0}, i = 1, 2, be two
independent, d-dimensional bifractional Brownian motions with respective indices





δ(BH1,K1s − BH2,K2s ) ds, T > 0,
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where δ is the Dirac delta function. In order to give a rigorous meaning to lT we
























s −BH2,K2s 〉 · e−ε|ξ|2/2 dξ ds.
First, we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 (Existence of the collision local time). Let Hi ∈ (0, 1), Ki ∈ (0, 1].
Assume d > 2. Then lε,T converges in L
2, as ε → 0 if and only ifH1K1∧H2K2 < 1/d.
Moreover, if the limit is denoted by lT , then lT ∈ L2(Ω, P ).
Before proving Theorem 3.1, we need some preparations. Denote
λt = Var(B
H1,K1,1




t − BH2,K2,2t )(BH1,K1,1s − BH2,K2,2s )]
for s, t > 0. Then it is easy to obtain













[(λs + ε)(λt + ε) − ̺2s,t]−d/2 ds dt.
By symmetry one may assume 0 6 s 6 t 6 T, and we set s = xt, 0 6 x 6 1. Thus
we can rewrite λs and ̺s,t as



















[(1 + x2H2 )K2 − (1 − x)2H2K2 ].
It follows that












2Kix2HiKi + 2(1 + x2Hi)Ki(1 − x)2HiKi − (1 + x2Hi )2Ki − (1 − x)4HiKi
for i = 1, 2, and
g(x) = 2K1+K2(x2H1K1 + x2H2K2) − 2(1 + x2H1 )K1(1 + x2H2)K2
− 2(1 − x)2H1K1+2H2K2 + 2(1 + x2H1 )K1(1 − x)2H2K2
+ 2(1 + x2H2)K2(1 − x)2H1K1 .
In order to prove Theorem 3.1 we need to estimate fi(x), i = 1, 2, and g(x). For
simplicity we assume that the notation F ≍ Gmeans that there are positive constants
C1 and C2 such that
C1G(x) 6 F (x) 6 C2G(x)
in the common domain for F and G. For a, b ∈ R, a ∧ b := min{a, b} and a ∨ b :=
max{a, b}.
Lemma 3.1. Let 0 < Hi < 1, 0 < Ki 6 1, for i = 1, 2. Then we have
fi(x) ≍ x2HiKi(1 − x)2HiKi ,(3.9)
g(x) ≍ x2H1K1(1 − x)2H2K2 + x2H2K2(1 − x)2H1K1(3.10)
for all x ∈ [0, 1].
Clearly, the estimates (3.9) and (3.10) can be proved by using the asymptotic
property of functions
fi(x)
x2HiKi(1 − x)2HiKi , i = 1, 2;
g(x)
x2H1K1(1 − x)2H2K2 + x2H2K2(1 − x)2H1K1
as x → 0 and x → 1, respectively.
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P r o o f of Theorem 3.1. A slight extension of (3.5) yields





[(λs + ε)(λt + η) − ̺2s,t]−d/2 ds dt.
Consequently, a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence in L2(Ω, P )




(λsλt − ̺2s,t)−d/2 ds dt < ∞.




(λsλt − ̺2s,t)−d/2 ds dt < ∞












≍ (x2H1K1t2H1K1 + x2H2K2t2H2K2)[(1 − x)2H1K1t2H1K1 + (1 − x)2H2K2t2H2K2 ]
≍ (s2H1K1 + s2H2K2)[(t − s)2H1K1 + (t − s)2H2K2 ]



























(λtλs − ̺2s,t)−d/2 ds dt < ∞
if and only if H1K1 ∧ H2K2 < 1/d. 
The following proposition is important for the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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̺2s,t(λtλs − ̺2s,t)−d/2−1 ds dt < ∞.
In order to prove Proposition 3.1, we need some preliminaries. Let X, Y be two
random variables with joint Gaussian distribution such that E(X) = E(Y ) = 0 and
E(X2) = E(Y 2) = 1. Then for all n, m > 0 we have (see, for example, Nualart [12])




0, m 6= n,
1
n!
[E(XY )]n, m = n.






2n(2k1 − 1)!! · . . . · (2kd − 1)!!
(2k1)!! · . . . · (2kd)!!
xn ≍ x(1 − x)−(d/2+1).



















2n(2k1 − 1)!! · . . . · (2kd − 1)!!




P r o o f of Proposition 3.1. For ε > 0, T > 0 we denote
Θε(u, T, lε,T ) := E(|Υ√ulε,T |2)
and Θ(u, T, lT ) := E(|Υ√ulT |2). Thus, by Proposition 2.1 we have to prove



































































(〈η, BH1,K1s − BH2,K2s 〉
σ(s, η)
)








































2n(2k1 − 1)!! · . . . · (2kd − 1)!!










̺2s,t((λt + ε)(λs + ε) − ̺2s,t)−d/2−1 ds dt,










































̺2s,t(λtλs − ̺2s,t)−d/2−1 ds dt
for all T > 0. This completes the proof. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1.
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̺2s,t(λtλs − ̺2s,t)−d/2−1 ds dt < ∞
if and only if min{H1K1, H2K2} < 1/(d + 2). Without loss of generality we may
assume s 6 t and s = xt, where x ∈ [0, 1]. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that
λsλt − ̺2s,t ≍ (s2H1K1 + s2H2K2)[(t − s)2H1K1 + (t − s)2H2K2 ]
for all 0 6 s 6 t and x = s/t.





















(T 2H1K1 + T 2H2K2)2 ds








s(d+2)(H1K1∧H2K2)(t − s)(d+2)(H1K1∧H2K2) ds < ∞
if H1K1 ∧ H2K2 < 1/(d + 2).
Now we give the proof of the necessary condition. We split the proof into two
cases.
Case I. We claim that
(1 + x2Hi)Ki − (1 − x)2HiKi > Ki2Ki−1x2Hi
for 0 < 2HiKi < 1, Hi ∈ (0, 1), Ki ∈ (0, 1]. In fact, by differentiation the expression
(1 + x2Hi)Ki − (1 − x)2HiKi − Ki2Ki−1x2Hi




[(1 + x2H1 )K1 − (1 − x)2H1K1 ] + t
2H2K2
2K2























































s(d+2)(H1K1∧H2K2)(t − s)(d+2)(H1K1∧H2K2) ds.
Case II. We claim that
(1 + x2Hi)Ki − (1 − x)2HiKi > (1 + x2Hi)Ki − 1 + x2HiKi > x2HiKi



























(s2H1K1 + s2H2K2)2 ds


























−1 ds dt < ∞
if and only if min{H1K1, H2K2} < 1/(d + 2). 
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4. Existence and smoothness of the intersection local time
In this section we study the intersection local time of two independent, d-
dimensional bifractional Brownian motions BH,K and B̃H,K with the same indices
H ∈ (0, 1), K ∈ (0, 1], which is formally defined as





δ(BH,Kt − B̃H,Ks ) ds dt;
it is a measure of the amount of time that the trajectories of the two processes BH,K
and B̃H,K intersect on the time interval [0, T ]. Nualart et al. [11] consider intersection
local time for two independent, d-dimensional fractional Brownian motions. They
prove that the intersection local time exists in L2 if and only if Hd < 2. The object
of study in this section will be the smoothness of the intersection local time of BH,K
and B̃H,K . We show that I(BH,K , B̃H,K) is smooth in the sense of Meyer-Watanabe
if and only if HK < 2/(d + 2). Our method used here is essentially due to An-Yan [1]
and Chen-Yan [2].
As we pointed out, the definition is only formal, in order to give a rigorous meaning








For ε > 0 we define
(4.2) Iε(B




















2/2 dξ ds dt.
First, we consider the existence of the intersection local time process.
Theorem 4.1 (Existence of the intersection local time). Let H ∈ (0, 1), K ∈
(0, 1]. Assume d > 2. Then Iε(B
H,K , B̃H,K) converges in L2 as ε → 0 if and
only if HKd < 2. Moreover, if the limit is denoted by I(BH,K , B̃H,K), then
I(BH,K , B̃H,K) ∈ L2(Ω, P ).
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Denote
as,t ≡ Var(BH,K,1t − B̃H,K,2s ) = t2HK + s2HK ,(4.3)
au,v ≡ Var(BH,K,1v − B̃H,K,2u ) = v2HK + u2HK ,
̺s,t,u,v = E[(B
H,K,1








[(s2H + u2H)K − |s − u|2HK ]
for all s, t, u, v > 0. By Nualart et al. [11], we have
E[Iε(B
















((as,t + ε)(au,v + ε) − ̺2s,t,u,v)−d/2 ds dt du dv.
Without loss of generality we may assume v 6 t, u 6 s and v = xt, u = ys with
x, y ∈ [0, 1]. Then we can rewrite au,v and ̺s,t,u,v as
(4.6) au,v = x








s2HK [(1 + y2H)K − (1 − y)2HK ].
It follows that











f(x) := 22Kx2HK − [(1 + x2H)K − (1 − x)2HK ]2
and
(4.8) g(x, y) = 22K(x2HK + y2HK)
− 2[(1 + x2H)K − (1 − x)2HK ][(1 + y2H)K − (1 − y)2HK ].
Thus, by Lemma 3.1 we get
(4.9) f(x) ≍ x2HK(1 − x)2HK
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and
(4.10) g(x, y) ≍ x2HK(1 − y)2HK + y2HK(1 − x)2HK
for all x, y ∈ [0, 1].









((as,t + ε)(au,v + η) − ̺2s,t,u,v)−d/2 ds dt du dv.
Consequently, a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence in L2(Ω, P )
of Iε(B




(as,tau,v − ̺2s,t,u,v)−d/2 ds dt du dv < ∞.




(as,tau,v − ̺2s,t,u,v)−d/2 ds dt du dv < ∞










(as,tau,v − ̺2s,t,u,v)−d/2 du ds dv dt.
By (4.9) and (4.10) we have










≍ [t4HKx2HK(1 − x)2HK + s4HKy2HK(1 − y)2HK
+ t2HKs2HK(x2HK (1 − y)2HK + y2HK(1 − x)2HK )]
≍ [x2HK t2HK + y2HKs2HK ][(1 − x)2HK t2HK + (1 − y)2HKs2HK ]
≍ [v2HK + u2HK ][(t − v)2HK + (s − u)2HK ]
for all 0 6 v < t, 0 6 u < s and x = v/t, y = u/s. This yields for all H ∈ (0, 1),
























if HKd < 2. On the other hand, making a change to spherical coordinates, as the













DT := {(s, t, u, v) ∈ R4+ : s2 + t2 + u2 + v2 6 T 2}.
Note that the angular integral is different from zero thanks to the positivity of the










(as,tau,v − ̺2s,t,u,v)−d/2 ds dt du dv < ∞
if and only if HKd < 2. 
Next we establish the smoothness of the random variable I(BH,K , B̃H,K) under
some restrictions on parameters.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that d > 2. Let I(BH,K , B̃H,K) be the intersection local
time of two independent, d-dimensional bifractional Brownian motions BH,K and
B̃H,K with H ∈ (0, 1), K ∈ (0, 1]. Then for every T > 0, the random variable
I(BH,K , B̃H,K) is smooth in the sense of Meyer-Watanabe if and only if HK <
2/(d + 2).
In order to prove Theorem 4.2, we need the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Let as,t, au,v, ̺s,t,u,v be as above. For all T > 0, I(B
H,K ,




̺2s,t,u,v(as,tau,v − ̺2s,t,u,v)−d/2−1 du dv ds dt < ∞.
P r o o f. The proposition could be proved along the lines of the proof of Propo-
sition 3.1. For the sake of completeness, we give the main arguments of the proof.
For ε > 0, T > 0 we denote
Θε(κ) := E(|Υ√κIε(BH,K , B̃H,K)|2)
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and Θ(κ) := E(|Υ√κI(BH,K , B̃H,K)|2). Thus, by Proposition 2.1 it suffices to
prove (4.12) if and only if ΦΘ(1) < ∞. Notice that
Iε(B






































(〈ξ, BH,Kt − B̃H,Ks 〉
σ(t, s, ξ)
)






















((as,t+ε)|ξ|2+(au,v+ε)|η|2)σn(t, s, ξ)σn(u, v, η)
× Hn




(〈η, BH,Ku − B̃H,Kv 〉
σ(u, v, η)
)








































2n(2k1 − 1)!! · . . . · (2kd − 1)!!





((as,t + ε)(au,v + ε))n+d/2












̺2s,t,u,v(as,tau,v − ̺2s,t,u,v)−d/2−1 du dv ds dt
for all T > 0. This completes the proof. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.2.





̺2s,t,u,v(as,tau,v − ̺2s,t,u,v)−d/2−1 du dv ds dt < ∞
if and only if HK < 2/(d + 2). By (4.9) and (4.10) we have
as,tau,v − ̺2s,t,u,v ≍ [x2HK t2HK + y2HKs2HK ][(1 − x)2HK t2HK + (1 − y)2HKs2HK ].
First, we give the proof of the necessary condition.
When HK > 1/2, we have
(1 + x2H)K − (1 − x)2HK > (1 + x2H)K − 1 + x2HK > x2HK




































































x4−HK(d−2)(1 − x)1−2HK(1+d/2) dx,
which implies that HK < 2/(d + 2) if the convergence (4.13) holds.
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When HK < 12 , we have
(1 + x2H)K − (1 − x)2HK > K2K−1x2H

























2HKx2H + s2HKy2H)2st dy ds dxdt







































(1 − x)HK(d+2)−1 dx,
which implies that HK < 2/(d + 2) if the convergence (4.13) holds.








s2HK [(1 + y2H)K − (1 − y)2HK ] 6 2T 2HK



















T 4HK du ds dv dt
























y−HK−HKd/2(1 − y)−HK−HKd/2 dy
)2
< ∞
if HK < 2/(d + 2). Thus, the proof is completed. 
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Remark 4.1. Let BH,K be a bifractional Brownian motion and letW be a Brow-




(1 − e−θt2H )θ−(1+K)/2 dWθ.













= means the equality in distributions, BHK is a fractional Brownian motion




Γ(1 − K) , C2 = 2
(1−K)/2.
Thus, if we could show that the collision local times of XH1,K1 and XH2,K2 and
the intersection local times of XH,K and X̃H,K are smooth in the sense of Meyer-
Watanabe, then the main results in this paper could be proved briefly.
Acknowledgement. The authors would like to thank anonymous referee whose
remarks and suggestions greatly improved the presentation of our paper.
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